Computing the semantic similarity between terms (or short text expressions) that have the same meaning but which are not lexicographically similar is an important challenge in the information integration field. The problem is that techniques for textual semantic similarity measurement often fail to deal with words not covered by synonym dictionaries. In this paper, we try to solve this problem by determining the semantic similarity for terms using the knowledge inherent in the search history logs from the Google search engine. To do this, we have designed and evaluated four algorithmic methods for measuring the semantic similarity between terms using their associated history search patterns. These algorithmic methods are: a) frequent co-occurrence of terms in search patterns, b) computation of the relationship between search patterns, c) outlier coincidence on search patterns, and d) forecasting comparisons. We have shown experimentally that some of these methods correlate well with respect to human judgment when evaluating general purpose benchmark datasets, and significantly outperform existing methods when evaluating datasets containing terms that do not usually appear in dictionaries.
Introduction
Semantic similarity measurement relates to computing the similarity between terms or short text expressions, having the same meaning or related information, but which are not lexicographically similar (Li et al. 2003) . This is a key challenge in a lot of computer science related fields, for instance, in data warehouse integration when creating mappings that link mutually components of data warehouse schemas (semi)automatically , in the field of identity matching where personal and social identity features are used (Li et al. 2011) or, in the entity resolution field where two given text objects have to be compared (Kopcke et al. 2010) . But the problem is that semantic similarity changes over time and across domains (Bollegala et al. 2008) . The traditional approach for solving this problem has consisted of using manually compiled taxonomies such as WordNet (Budanitsky and Hirst 2006) . The problem is that with the emergence of social networks or instant messaging systems (Retzer et al. 2012 ), a lot of (sets of) terms (proper nouns, brands, acronyms, new words, and so on) are not included in these kinds of taxonomies; therefore, similarity measures that are based on these kinds of resources cannot be used in these tasks. However, we think that the great advances in the web research field have provided new opportunities for developing accurate solutions.
On the other hand, Collective Intelligence (CI) is an active field of research that explores the potential of collaborative work in order to solve complex problems (Scarlat and Maries 2009) . Scientists from the fields of sociology, mass behavior, and computer science have made important contributions to this field. It is supposed that when a group of people collaborate or compete with each other, intelligence or behavior that otherwise did not exist suddenly emerges. We use the name Web Intelligence (WI) when these people use the Web as a means of collaboration. We want to profit from the fact that through their interactions with the web search engines, users provide an interesting kind of information that can be converted into knowledge reusable for solving problems related with semantic similarity measurement.
To do this, we are going to use Google Trends (Choi and Varian 2009 ) which is a web application owned by Google Inc. based on Google Search (Brin and Page 1998 ). This web application shows how often a particular search-term is entered relative to the total search-volume across various specific regions, categories, time frames and properties. We are working under the assumption that users are expressing themselves. This expression is in the form of searching for the same concepts from the real world at the same time but represented with different lexicographies. Therefore, the main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
-We propose for the first time (to the best of our knowledge) to use historical search patterns from web search engine users to determine the degree of semantic similarity between (sets of) terms. We are especially interested in measuring the similarity between new terms or short text expressions. -We propose and evaluate four algorithmic methods for measuring the semantic similarity between terms using their historical search patterns. These algorithmic methods are: a) frequent co-occurrence of terms in search patterns, b) computation of the relationship between search patterns, c) outlier coincidence on search patterns, and d) forecasting comparisons.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the related work that is proposed in the literature. Section 3 describes the key aspects of our contribution, including the different ways of computing the semantic similarity. Section 4 presents a statistical evaluation of our approach in relation to existing ones. Section 5 presents a discussion based on our results, and finally, Section 6 describes the conclusions and future lines of research.
Related work
We have not found proposals addressing the problem of semantic similarity measurements using search logs. Only Nandi & Bernstein have proposed a technique which was based on logs from virtual shops for computing similarity between products (Nandi and Bernstein 2009). However, a number of approaches have addressed the semantic similarity measurement Patwardhan et al. 2003; Petrakis et al. 2006; , and the use of WI techniques for solving computational problems (Jung and Thanh Nguyen 2008; Scarlat and Maries 2009; Sparck Jones 2006) separately.
With regards to the first topic, identifying semantic similarities between terms is not only an indicator of mastery of a language, but a key aspect in a lot of computer-related fields too. It should be taken into account that semantic similarity measures can help computers to distinguish one object from another, group them based on the similarity, classify a new object inside the group, predict the behavior of the new object or simplify all the data into reasonable relationships. There are a lot of disciplines that could benefit from these capabilities (Hjorland 2007) . Within the most relevant areas is the data warehouse field where applications are characterized by heterogeneous models that have to be analyzed and matched either manually or semi-automatically at design time (Fong et al. 2009 ). The main advantage of matching these models consists of enabling a broader knowledge base for decision-support systems, knowledge discovery and data mining than each of the independent warehouses could offer separately ). There is also the possibility of avoiding model matching by manually copying all data in a centralized warehouse, but this task requires a great cost in terms of resource consumption, and the results are not reusable in other situations. Designing good semantic similarity measures allows us to build a mechanism for automatically query translation (which is a prerequisite for a successful decoupled integration) in an efficient, cheap and highly reusable manner.
Several works have been developed over the last few years proposing different ways to measure semantic similarity. Petrakis et al. stated that according to the data sources and the way in which they are used, different families of methods can be identified . These families are: Our proposal does not fit in well enough in any of these families of methods, so that it proposes a new one: Based on WI Measures. However, regarding the use of WI techniques for solving computational problems, we have found many approaches.
-Aggregate information that consists of creating lists of items generated in the aggregate by your users Dhurandhar (2011) . Some examples are a Top List of items bought, or a Top Search Items or a List of Recent Items. -Ratings, reviews, and recommendations that consists of understanding how collective information from users can influence others (Hu et al. 2012 ). -User-generated content like blogs or wikis that consist of extracting some kind of intelligence from contributions by users Liu and Zhang (2012) .
Finally, in order to compare our approaches with existing ones; we are considering techniques which are based on dictionaries. We have chosen the Path Length algorithm (Pedersen et al. 2004) which is a simple edge counting technique. The score is inversely proportional to the number of nodes along the shortest path between the definitions. The shortest possible path occurs when the two definitions are the same, in which case the length is 1. Thus, the maximum score is 1. Another approach proposed by Lesk (1986) which consists of finding overlaps in the definitions of the two terms. The score is the sum of the squares of the overlap lengths. The Leacock and Chodorow algorithm (Leacock et al. 1998 ) takes into account the depth of the taxonomy in which the definitions are found. An Information Content (IC) measure proposed by Resnik (1995) and which computes common information between concepts a and b is represented by the IC of their most specific common ancestor subsuming both concepts found in the taxonomy to which they belong. Finally, the Vector Pairs technique which is a Feature based measure which works by comparing the co-occurrence vectors from the WordNet definitions of concepts. Now we propose using a kind of WI technique for determining the semantic similarity between terms that consists of comparing the historical web search logs from the users. The rest of this paper is taken up with explaining, evaluating, and discussing the semantic similarity measurement using historical search patterns from the Google search engine.
Contribution
Web searching is the process of typing freeform text, either words or small phrases, in order to look for websites, photos, articles, bookmarks, blog entries, videos, and more. In a globalized world, our assumption is that large sets of people will search for the same things at the same time but probably from different parts of the world and using different lexicographies. We would like to use this in order to identify similarities between text expressions. Although our proposal also works with longer text statements, we are going to focus on short expressions only.
The problem which we are facing consists of measuring the semantic similarity between two given (sets of) terms. Semantic similarity is a concept that extends beyond synonymy and is often called semantic relatedness in the literature. According to Bollegala et al.; a certain degree of semantic similarity can be observed not only between synonyms (e.g. lift and elevator), but also between meronyms (e.g. car and wheel), hyponyms (leopard and cat), related words (e.g. blood and hospital) as well as between antonyms (e.g. day and night) (Bollegala et al. 2007) . To do that, we are going to work with time series. The reason is that Google stores the user queries in the form of time series in order to offer or exploit this information efficiently in the future.
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1 a time series is a collection of observations of well-defined data items obtained through repeated measurements over time. For example, measuring the value of retail sales each month of the year would comprise a time series. This is because sales revenue is well defined, and consistently measured at equally spaced intervals. In this way, data which is collected irregularly or only once are not time series.
The similarity problem in time series consists of computing the similarity for two sequences of real numbers (which represent some measurements of a real variable at equal time intervals). However, this is not a trivial task, because even between different people, the notion of similarity varies. However, it is possible to offer a minimal notion of what is a similarity measure from a mathematical point of view:
Definition 1 (Similarity measure) A similarity measure sm is a function sm : μ 1 × μ 2 → R that associates the similarity of two input terms μ 1 and μ 2 to a similarity score sc ∈ in the range [0, 1].
We use the expression semantic similarity to indicate that we are comparing the meaning of terms instead of comparing the way they are written. For example, the terms card and car are quite similar from a lexicographical point of view but do not share the same meaning.
Before beginning to discuss our proposal it is necessary to take into account that in this work we have worked under the assumption that Google has not suffered any transient malfunction when taking measurements of the user searches, so that the morphology of the search patterns is only due to user searches on the Web. Once the problem is clear, the first, and perhaps most intuitive solution, may consist of viewing each sequence as a point in n-dimensional space, and defining similarity between the two sequences, this solution would be trivial to compute but there is an important problem because there are no scales used in the graphics due to the normalized results and, therefore we do not know what the absolute numbers are.
To avoid these kinds of problems, we propose using four different ways to define and compute the semantic similarity: Measuring the co-occurrence of terms in search patterns, identifying the relationships between search patterns, determining the outlier coincidence on search patterns, and making forecasting comparisons. Any of proposed algorithms take into account the scale of the results, but other features like frequent co-occurrences, correlations, anomalies, or future trends respectively. Moreover, it should be taken into account that for the rest of this work, we are going to evaluate our four approaches using two benchmark datasets: -Miller & Charles benchmark dataset which is a dataset of term pairs rated by a group of 38 human beings (Miller and Charles 1991) . Term pairs are rated on a scale from 0 (no similarity) to 4 (complete similarity).
Miller & Charles ratings have been considered as the traditional benchmark dataset to evaluate solutions that involve semantic similarity measures (Bollegala et al. 2007 ). -Another new dataset that we will name Martinez & Aldana which is a dataset rated by a group of 20 people belonging to several countries, indicating a value of 0 for not similar terms and 1 for totally similar terms. This benchmark dataset has been created to evaluate terms that are not frequently covered by dictionaries or thesaurus but which are used by people. Therefore, we will be able to determine the most appropriate algorithm for comparing the semantic similarity of new words. This could be useful in domains that create new text expressions very frequently.
The comparison between these two benchmark datasets and our results is made using Pearson's Correlation Coefficient, which is a statistical measure for the comparison of two sets of values. The results can be in the real interval (Bollegala et al. 2007) . As a general rule, for all the tables in the section below, the two first columns represent each of the term of the pair to be studied, the third column presents the results from the benchmark dataset, and finally the fourth column represents the value returned by our algorithm.
Co-occurrence of terms in search patterns
The first algorithmic method that we propose consists of measuring how often two terms appear in the same query. Co-occurrence of terms in a text corpus is usually used as an evidence of semantic similarity in the literature (Bollegala et al. 2007; Cilibrasi and Vitányi 2007; . We propose adapting this paradigm for our purposes. To do this, we are going to calculate the joint probability so that a user query may contain both search terms over time. Figure 1 shows an example for the cooccurrence of the terms car and automobile over time. These terms appear together 6 years and the search log is 6 years old, so the resulting score is 6 divided by 6, thus 1. Therefore, we have evidence of their semantic similarity.
The method that we propose to measure the similarity using the notion of co-occurrence consists of using the following formula:
n. years terms co-occur n. years registered in the log
We think that this formula is appropriate because it computes a similarity score so that the (set of) terms never appear together or appear together in the same queries each year. Fig. 1 Search pattern containing both terms car and automobile. User queries have included both terms at the same time frequently so that there is evidence that the both terms represent the same object Table 1 shows us the results obtained using this method. The problem is that there are terms that are not semantically similar but are searched together frequently, for instance: coast and forest, or coast and hill in this dataset. However, our technique provides good results in most cases, therefore, the correlation of this technique with respect to human judgment is moderate and could be useful in such cases where a dictionary or thesaurus are not available. Table 2 shows us the results obtained using the study of co-occurrence over the specific benchmark. The problem is that there are terms that are not semantically similar but are searched together frequently, for instance the terms sustainable and renewable or slumdog and underprivileged. However, the global score is fine which confirms for us that it could be used for identifying similarities when dictionaries or other kinds of external resources do not exist. 
Correlation between search patterns
The correlation between two variables is the degree to which there is a kind of relationship between them (Aitken 2007) . Correlation is usually expressed as a coefficient which measures the strength of a relationship between two variables. We propose using two ways to measure the correlation: Pearson's correlation coefficient and Spearman's correlation coefficient. The first measure of correlation that we propose is the Pearson's correlation coefficient (Egghe and Leydesdorff 2009) . Using this measure means that we are interested in the "shape" of the time series instead of their quantitative values. The philosophy behind this technique can be appreciated in Fig. 2 , where the terms furnace and stove present almost exactly the same "shape" and, therefore, semantic similarity between them is supposed to be very high. Moreover, Pearson's correlation coefficient can be computed as follows: Table 3 shows us the results for the general purpose benchmark dataset. Some term pairs present negative correlation, i.e. one of them presents an ascendant pattern while the other presents a descendant one, so the final quality of the method is going to be decreased. Therefore, negative correlations worsen the final score. Table 4 shows us the results for the specific benchmark dataset. As in the Miller & Charles benchmark dataset, some term pairs present negative correlation, i.e. one of them presents an ascendant pattern whist the other presents a descendant one, so the final quality of the method is not good.
The second measure is the Spearman correlation coefficient that determines how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function (Aitken 2007) . This is the formula to compute it:
After using this correlation coefficient for our experiments, we have determined that is not useful for our purposes, because no correlation was detected (a value near to zero). We have discovered that an increase in the web searches for a term does not suppose an increment in the number of web searches for a synonym, so this kind of correlation is not good for trying to determine the semantic similarity between terms using historical search logs and therefore is not going to be considered further in the paper. 
Outlier coincidence on search patterns
There is no formal mathematical definition of what constitutes an outlier. Grubbs said that "An outlying observation, or outlier, is one that appears to deviate markedly from other members of the sample in which it occurs" (Grubbs 1969 ). So our proposal consists of looking for elements of a time series that stand out from the rest of the series. Outliers can have many causes, but we assume that, in this context, outliers in historical search patterns may occur due to historical events, and that users search for information related to this event at the same time but maybe using different words from different parts of the world using the same search engine. Figure 3 shows us a screenshot form Google Trends where the time series representing the terms gem and jewel can be seen. There is a common outlying observation in the year 2007. We do not know the reason, but this information is not necessary for our purpose. We look for overlapping outliers in order to determine the similarity between search patterns.
Various indicators are used to identify outliers. We use the proposal of Rousseeuw and Leroy that affirm that an outlier is an observation which has a value that is more than 2.5 standard deviations from the average mean (Rousseeuw and Leroy 2005) . Table 5 shows us the results obtained by this method using the Miller & Charles benchmark dataset. The obtained correlation for this benchmark dataset is low, because only terms which have suffered a search boom in their search histories can be identified as similar. Table 6 shows us the results obtained by this method using the Martinez & Aldana benchmark dataset. The obtained correlation for the this benchmark datasets is low, because only terms which present outliers can be compared, thus, it cannot be outlier coincidence if there are no outliers in the historical search pattern.
So we have seen that the major problem for this technique is that not all terms present outliers. It cannot be outlier coincidence if outliers do not exist. Therefore, our method does not fit well enough to all situations. However, the score shows us that this kind of technique could be very useful in situations where outliers exists, e.g. sustainable and renewable, i18n and internationalization, and so on.
Forecasting comparison
Our proposal concerning forecasting comparison method consists of comparing the predictions of the (sets of) terms for the months following. There are a number of methods for time series forecasting, but the problem is that people's behavior cannot be predicted, or at least, can be influenced by complex or random causes making the predictions unreliable, i.e it is possible to predict searches related to ice creams every summer (there is a cause-effect relationship), but it is not possible to predict searches related to cars, because it is a kind of non-stationary goods. Anyway, we wish to obtain a quantitative result for the quality of this approach in order to compare it with the others as we can extract positive hints.
To do this, we propose training an artificial neural network to predict the results for the user searches. We determine the similarity between two (sets of) term(s) on the basis of the similarity between these predictions. We have chosen a forecasting based on neural networks. The reason Table 5 Obtained results from the outlier coincidence method using the Miller & Charles benchmark dataset is that artificial neural networks have been widely used as time series forecasters for real situations (Patuwo and Hu 1998) . In order to train our Neural Network we have chosen the following parameters: -For neurons count: an input layer of 12, a hidden layer of 12 and an output layer of 1 -For the learning: a learning rate of 0.05, a Momentum of 0.5 and maximum of 10,000 iterations -For the activation function: bipolar sigmoid -The period of time chosen is 6 months, the reason is that after testing different time periods we have concluded that his period is the best
In order to compare the predictions we have chosen the Pearson's correlation coefficient because in our previous experiment we have shown that it is better than the Spearman coefficient. Table 7 shows us the results obtained for the the Miller & Charles benchmark dataset once again. Table 8 shows us the results obtained for the MartinezAldana once again. The final score obtained is not particularly good due to the partial negative correlations for some term pairs. Making forecasting comparisons does not seem to be very good for determining the semantic similarity of this benchmark dataset.
Evaluation
In order to evaluate the considered approaches, we adopt the Pearson correlation coefficient (Egghe and Leydesdorff 2009 ) as a measure of the strength of the relation between human judgment of similarity and values from computational approaches. However, Pirro stated that to have a deeper interpretation of the results it is also necessary to evaluate the significance of this relation (Pirro 2009 ). To do this, we are going to use the p-value technique, which shows how unlikely a given correlation coefficient, r, will occur given no relation in the population (Pirro 2009 ). Note that the smaller the p-level, the more significant the relation. Moreover, the larger the correlation value the stronger the relation. The p-value for Pearson's correlation coefficient is based on the test statistics defined as follows:
where r is the correlation coefficient and n is the number of pairs of data. When the p-value is less than 0.05, then we can say the obtained value is statistically significant. We have obtained that, for our benchmark datasets, all values above 0.25 are statistically significant.
Before explaining the obtained results it is necessary to state that all results have been obtained from data collected before the 22nd May 2011. Results from third party approaches have been obtained by the tool offered by Pedersen. 2 Table 9 shows the results for the general purpose benchmark dataset, i.e. Miller & Charles. Existing techniques are better than most of our approaches. However, Outlier and Co-occurrence techniques present a moderate accuracy. The rest of the approaches do not seem to be as good as most of the techniques based on synonym dictionaries when identifying the semantic similarity for well known terms. The reason is that knowledge represented in a dictionary is considered to be really good, and therefore, it is not possible for artificial techniques to surpass it. Table 10 shows the results for the specific purpose benchmark dataset, i.e. Martinez & Aldana. Our approaches present, in general, a better quality than those currently in existence. It is the case for the co-occurrence techniques which significantly beat all others. Moreover, we have experimentally confirmed our hypothesis related to the fact that using historical search patterns could be more beneficial when the terms to be analyzed are not covered by dictionaries.
Discussion
Search trends in user's web search data have traditionally been shown to very useful when providing models of real world phenomena. Now, we have proposed another way to reuse these search patterns. We have proposed comparing search patterns in order to determine the semantic similarity between their associated terms. Despite the results that we have obtained, there are several problems related to the use of historical search patterns for determining the semantic similarity between text expressions: -Terms typed by the users can have multiple meanings based on their context -Users use multiple terms to look for both singular and plurals -Many of these results rely on the careful choice of queries that prior knowledge suggests should correspond with the phenomenon On the other hand, our proposal has a number of additional advantages with respect to other existing techniques. It is not time consuming since it does not imply that large corpora should be parsed. We have shown that it correlates well with respect to human judgment (even better than some other preexisting measures). Moreover, our work could be considered as seminal for new research lines: -The time series representing the historical search pattern for a given term could be used as a kind of semantic fingerprint, thus, some kind of data which identifies a term on the Web. If two semantic fingerprints are similar, it could be supposed that the terms could represent a similar real world entity. -The results of this work are also applicable to study the stability of ontology mappings. This means that it is possible to establish semantic correspondences between any kind of ontologies according to time constraints.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel idea for determining the semantic similarity between (sets of) terms which consists of using the knowledge inherent in the historical search logs from the Google search engine.
To validate our hypothesis, we have designed and evaluated four algorithmic methods for measuring the semantic similarity between terms using their associated history search patterns. These algorithmic methods are: a) frequent co-occurrence of terms in search patterns, b) computation of the relationship between search patterns, c) outlier coincidence in search patterns, and d) forecasting comparisons.
We have shown experimentally that the method which studies the co-occurrence of terms in the search patterns correlates well with respect to human judgment when evaluating general purpose benchmark datasets, and significantly outperforms existing methods when evaluating datasets containing terms that do not usually appear in dictionaries. Moreover, we have found than the other three additional methods seem to be better than most of the existing ones when dealing with this special kind of emerging terms.
As future work, we want to keep working towards applying new time series comparison algorithms so that we can determine which are the most appropriate approaches for solving this problem and implement them in real information systems where the automatic measurement of semantic similarity between terms (or short text expressions) may be necessary. Moreover, we want to analyze the possibility to smartly combine our algorithmic methods in order to determine if two terms are or no semantically similar.
